Semiconductor holes with strong spin-orbit coupling allow all-electrical spin control, with broad applications ranging from spintronics to quantum computation. Using a two-dimensional hole system in a GaAs quantum well, we demonstrate a new mechanism of electrically controlling the Zeeman splitting, which is achieved through altering the hole wave vector k. We find a threefold enhancement of the in-plane g−factor g (k). We introduce a new method for quantifying the Zeeman splitting from magnetoresistance measurements, since the conventional tilted field approach fails for twodimensional systems with strong spin-orbit coupling. Finally, we show that the Rashba spin-orbit interaction suppresses the in-plane Zeeman interaction at low magnetic fields. The ability to control the Zeeman splitting with electric fields opens up new possibilities for future quantum spin-based devices, manipulating non-Abelian geometric phases, and realising Majorana systems in p−type superconductor systems.
The spin-orbit interaction couples a particle's spin to its motion, as described by the Hamiltonian H SO = 1 2 µ B σ.B eff (k), where σ, µ B , B eff , and k represent the Pauli matrices, the Bohr magneton, the effective spinorbit magnetic field, and the motion wave vector, respectively [1] . The effective magnetic field B eff emerges from a relativistic transformation that occurs when a particle with spin σ is moving with wave vector k with respect to an electric field F . The spin-orbit interaction has applications in spintronic devices and spin-based quantum computing, which rely on controlling spin via external electric fields F [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Here we report a new mechanism for electrically manipulating spin through the Zeeman interaction in twodimensional (2D) holes. Unlike in electrons, the Zeeman splitting in holes is highly anisotropic, with the out-ofplane g−factor g zz much larger than the in-plane one (g zz g ), and g strongly dependent on k. The ability to electrically control g is not only valuable for applications in spintronics and quantum computing, but also for engineering non-Abelian geometric phases [14, 15] . Moreover, in a hybrid semiconductor-superconductor system that can host Majorana fermions [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , a high tunability of the g−factor is desirable as it is then possible to use a magnetic field to drive the system from the trivial to the topological regime without quenching the superconductivity needed to support the Majorana mode.
Previous methods of tuning the g−factor in 2D systems relied on shifting the wave function from one material to another, either by pushing it across a heterointerface, or by using a graded composition quantum well [23] . Here we adopt a different approach, in which the g−factor is controlled not by shifting the wave function but by tuning the Fermi wave vector k F of a 2D hole system. Owing to the spin−3/2 nature of the 2D holes [24] , increasing k enhances the mixing between the occupied heavy hole and unoccupied light hole subbands, which then dramatically alters the in-plane g−factor g . It is difficult to detect this variation of g with optical methods, since these detect bound excitons with a small and fixed k [25] [26] [27] . Instead we introduce a new approach based on magnetotransport in crossed magnetic fields, which shows that the spin splitting is linear in applied in-plane magnetic field, and can be varied by 300% as k F is increased.
Our experiment was performed using an undoped 25 nm GaAs quantum well sandwiched between 300 nm Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As layers and grown along the (001) direction. Metal top and back gates supplied the 2D carriers and allowed the quantum well symmetry to be tuned arbitrarily [28] . The magnetotransport measurements were performed in a dilution refrigerator at a base temperature of ∼ 30 mK. The sample was mounted on an in-situ rotation system with an accuracy of ±0.01
• [29] . Electrical measurements were carried out in the standard 4-terminal configuration with a source-drain current of 5 nA and a lock-in frequency of 17 Hz. The maximum 2D hole mobility was 1.5 × 10 6 cm 2 V −1 s −1 at density p = 2.6 × 10 11 cm −2 . To demonstrate the k−dependence of the Zeeman spin splitting, we tune the front-and backgate electric fields ( − → F front , − → F back ) on the quantum well to alter p (and hence k F ) while keeping the wave function in the quantum well center [ Fig. 1(a) ]. That is, we set the quantum well to be inversion-symmetric, so that the net electric field
across the quantum well is zero, and there is no Rashba spin-orbit interaction [1, 30] , see Section S1 of the Supplemental Material [31] . We then introduce an in-plane magnetic field B to cause an in-plane Zeeman spin splitting. To measure the change in spin splitting as a function of B , we apply a small B z to cause Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, from which we measure the area of the Fermi surface. To this end, we tilt the sample at an angle θ with respect to the total magnetic field B [ Fig. 1(b is the confinement potential controlled via electric fields − → F front and − → F back applied using the front and back gates, respectively. Here, the total electric field
The device is tilted at an angle θ with respect to the applied magnetic field B. (c)-(e) Magnetoresistance oscillations ρxx of the 2D holes in a symmetric quantum well at various tilt angles for three hole densities p. Due to the in-plane magnetic field, a resistance minimum gradually evolves into a maximum or vice versa, for example at p = 1 × 10 11 cm −2 and ν = 15 for angles θ = 0
The effect of the in-plane magnetic field on the resistance becomes more pronounced as the 2D hole density increases: the transition between a resistance minimum and maximum occurs at smaller angles at higher densities (see dashed box). The traces have been offset for clarity.
for 0 ≤ B z ≤ 0.25 T, there is only one period of magnetoresistance oscillations ρ xx , corresponding to a single spin-degenerate Fermi surface, where ρ xx minima occuring only at even filling factors ν even . At higher B z , the out-of-plane Zeeman splitting ∝ g zz B z becomes visible, with ρ xx minima also developing at odd filling factors ν odd . Applying an in-plane magnetic field lifts the spin degeneracy even at low B z , so that ρ xx varies as a function of θ at a fixed B z (and hence filling factor ν). The dashed box in Fig. 1(c) shows that the resistance maximum for p = 1 × 10 11 cm −2 at ν = 15 and θ = 0
• evolves into a minimum as θ is gradually increased. Comparison between Figs. 1(d) and (e) shows that as p is increased, progressively smaller θ are required to cause this evolution. For p = 2 × 10 11 cm −2 , the resistance minimum at ν = 28 and 0
• evolves into a weak minimum when θ is increased to 78.6
• [see the dashed box in Fig. 1(d) ]. By contrast, for p = 3×10 11 cm −2 [see the dashed box in Fig.  1(e) ], a weak minimum already develops at θ = 63.5
• at ν = 28. This comparison provides evidence that the inplane Zeeman splitting is density-dependent. In fact, it was predicted that the in-plane Zeeman splitting in heavy holes, up to second order perturbation theory, is given by [1] :
where µ B is the Bohr magneton and the Zeeman prefactor Z is detailed in Section S4.B of the Supplemental Material [39] . Thus, the effect of B is equivalent to changing the effective mass for the two spin subbands. In 2D electrons, the g−factor can be extracted from tilted magnetic field measurements by finding the angle θ c at which the Zeeman energy gµ B B equals half the cyclotron energy (1/2) eB cos θ c /m * [41] . Assuming the electron effective mass m * is known and g is isotropic (g zz = g ), the g−factor is given by g = (m 0 cos θ c /m * ), where m 0 is the bare electron mass. However, this approach is not applicable for holes as the g−factor is highly anisotropic (g zz g ), and m * depends on B (Eq. 1, see also Section S2 of the Supplemental Material [42]). Instead, here we examine the dependence of the magnetoresistance on B at a fixed B z , and hence a fixed ν, to measure the area of the spin-split Fermi surfaces. To increase the visibility of the B −induced magnetoresistance features against the smooth background, we define a dimensionless in-plane magnetoresistance ∆ρ xx at a given ν
The magnetoresistanceρ xx [ Fig. 2(a)-(c) ] oscillates as a function of B , with the frequency of the oscillations being independent of ν. Furthermore, the frequency increases with p. The physical mechanism underlying the densitydependence ofρ xx is illustrated in Figs. 2(d)-(f) . We first consider the energy dispersion E(k x , k y ) in the absence of B z . When B = 0, the spin subbands HH1 ± are degenerate [ Fig. 2(d) ]. The effect of B on the energy dispersion is remarkably different for 2D holes than electrons. For 2D electrons, B splits all k states by ∆E Z = gµ B B , whereas for 2D holes, B causes a k−dependent splitting of the HH1 + and HH1 − bands, so that m + = m − [ Fig.  2(e)] , where m ± is the effective mass of the HH1 ± bands. The k-dependent spin splitting increases with B , and the corresponding effective masses m + and m − diverge further [ Fig. 2(f) ] with B . When B z is finite, Landau levels form, where the energy separation between the Landau levels depends on the effective mass, and hence on B . When B = 0, the HH1 ± Landau levels are spin degenerate, m + = m − , and the number of occupied Landau levels is identical in the HH1 + and HH1 − subbands (ν + = ν − ) [ Fig. 2(g) ]. When B = 0, m + diverges from m − , changing the spacing of Landau levels in the HH1 + and HH1 − bands. Thus, the density of states at the Fermi energy E F as ν + and ν − changes with B [ Figs.  2(h)-(i) ]. Assuming that the change ∆ν ± in the occupancy of the HH1 ± Landau levels is much smaller than ν (∆ν ± /ν 1), the Landau level occupation changes in pairs, i.e. ∆ν + = −∆ν − [ Fig. 2(g) ].
The change in the density of states at E F causes ∆ρ xx to oscillate as a function of B at a fixed B z . When E F coincides (does not coincide) with a Landau level, a maximum (minimum) in ∆ρ xx develops [ Fig. 2(j) ]. Since one oscillation period of ∆ρ xx corresponds to |∆ν ± | = 1, the spin splitting after moving nρ xx (B ) resistance peaks away from the symmetry point is given by:
where p ± is the spin-split densities. Note that although Eq. 3 is exact for parabolic and isotropic bands (see Sec-tion S2 of the Supplemental Material [42]), it also holds for non-parabolic and/or anisotropic bands as long as ∆ν ± /ν 1 (see Sections S3 and S4 of the Supplemental Material [44] ). We remark that the resistance oscillations ∆ρ xx (B ) are analogous to Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations: in conventional Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, the Landau level spacing eB z /m * is controlled by varying B z , whereas the oscillations ∆ρ xx (B ) are caused by varying m ± .
We use Eq. 3 to extract from ∆ρ xx (B ) the change in the area of the spin-split Fermi surfaces, and hence the spin splitting ∆p, as a function of B . We obtain ∆p for multiple values of ν, as indicated by the symbols in Fig. 2(k) . The spin splitting is independent of ν, and increases linearly with B . To obtain g = g (k F ) from ∆p, we use the dispersion relation in Eq. 1 and obtain Zµ B = 1.37, 1.88, 1.95 × 10 −18 meV m 2 T −1 and g (k F )m * /m 0 = 0.39, 0.99, and 1.18, for p = 1, 2, and 3 × 10 11 cm −2 , respectively (shown by the solid black line and solid circles in the inset to Fig. 2(k) ). Using the effective masses obtained from 6 × 6 k.p calculations [43] , i.e. m * = 1.13, 1.22, and 0.88 m 0 for p = 1, 2, and 3 × 10 11 cm −2 respectively, we find g = 0.34, 0.82, and 1.26 (shown by the solid red line and open circles in the inset to Fig. 2(k) ). These values of g are of the same order of magnitude as the predicted values for 2D hole systems [46, 47] . It is also interesting to note that the values of g we measure here are consistent with the experimental results for quasi-one dimensional hole systems [48] [49] [50] .
Finally, we investigate the interplay of Rashba and Zeeman interactions by repeating the tilted magnetic field measurements with a finite electric field F z applied across the quantum well and a fixed density of p = 2 × 10 • shows a single oscillation period at low B z , with each Landau level being doubly degenerate. In this case, B has a strong influence on the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, as shown by the dashed box. By contrast, when F z is large (F z = 0.43 MV/m), the magnetoresistance at θ = 0 shows a beating due to the Rashba splitting even at B = 0. A Fourier transform of the θ = 0
• oscillations shows a large Rashba splitting of ∆p/p = 40% (see Section S1 of the Supplemental Material [31] ). This Rashba interaction dramatically suppresses the effects of B on the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations: the positions of maxima and minima for θ = 0
• and θ = 62
• are practically identical and only at high tilt angles, θ > 80
• , do the oscillation minima evolve into maxima or vice versa.
It is challenging to perform a complete quantitative analysis to extract ∆p and g when both Rashba and Zeeman interactions are finite. The method of counting the periodic Landau level population/depopulation becomes invalid when ∆ν/ν 1 is violated, which is the case with F z = 0.43 MV/m. There is currently no analyt- ical or numerical modeling of 2D holes under the Rashba spin-orbit interaction in tilted magnetic field configuration against which we can compare our data. Such calculations are extremely challenging due to the combination of quantum confinement, the four-component hole spinor [51] , heavy hole-light hole coupling, as well as the simultaneous inclusion of B z and B [52] . To get a qualitative understanding of Fig. 3 , we present a minimal model for the spin splitting when both Rashba and in-plane Zeeman interactions are present at B z = 0 T (see Section S5 of the Supplemental Material [42] ). The suppression of g in Fig. 3 is due to the Rashba interaction dominating over the in-plane Zeeman interaction. In this limit, the effect of B is to offset the center of the Fermi surfaces from k = 0, without changing the areas appreciably. This is because the Rashba and in-plane Zeeman interactions have similar functional forms, i.e. (k , respectively. We note that in the opposite limit, where the in-plane Zeeman interaction is much larger than the Rashba interaction, g reverts to its value at zero Rashba interaction (Fig. S3(a) of the Supplemental Material [42] ).
In summary, we have demonstrated all-electrical con-trol of the in-plane Zeeman splitting of 2D holes by separately varying the 2D hole density p and the electric field F z across the quantum well. We have developed a novel method to quantify the Zeeman splitting from the tilted magnetic field measurements. This new method can in principle be generalized to other 2D materials with an anisotropic g−factor (g = g zz ) as long as the confinement potential is inversion-symmetric. By tracking the evolution of the Landau levels as a function of B , we show that the in-plane Zeeman splitting of 2D holes is proportional to p, and that g can be tripled. However, the experimental and calculated values of g diverge by up to a factor of 3, which is likely due to exchange and correlations. We have also shown that a strong F z can suppress g , although a complete quantitative analysis for extracting g in the case of finite F z is beyond the scope of the present work. The ability to electrically tune g will be useful for designing spin-based devices, such as spin-transistors, spin-orbit qubits, quantum logic gates, and hybrid superconductor-semiconductor systems hosting Majorana modes.
